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Contents in release 

3.0 

A long awaited change in version numbering :) We decided internally that 3.0 

would be the version we released Pusher in, as this is a major change in how 

POS communicates with Wallmob server. Two years later, 3.0 is being released! 

So one change in this release is that Pusher is now available for piloting. 

There are a couple of corner cases left that will be fixed in 3.1. With 

Pusher, POS does not need to poll the server for changes, relevant changes 

will be sent from the server as they happen. 

Support for CCV terminal is in this release. 

Support for Fiscal reporting through Fiskaly is supported in this release 

You can now disable cash as a tender, the cash button will be removed when a 

new parameter is activated. 

In self checkout, the card button will be removed if you don’t have an 

integrated terminal. 

You can now set a parameter to show the last added item in the bill on the 

top, not in the bottom. This is to aid operators with many items in each bill, 

like our friends driving ice cream trucks in Norway and Denmark. 

You can now remove the Add customer button to register a new customer from 

POS, when a new parameter is activated. Customers must then be created in 

backoffice or imported through the API from a CRM system. 



Vipps integration is updated Vipps API v2. 

For addons with variants, you can now select more than one variant or multiple 

of one variant. Min max on the containing product will control the total 

number of variants selected. If you don’t have addons without variants, the 

Extra tab was shown empty. This will now be hidden. In next POS, 3.1, 

radiobuttons will be back for variants of addons where you have to select one. 

You can now print a preorder from the preorder screen. 

You can now search for customers by customer ID, in addition to email, phone 

and name. 

When creating a product from POS, you can now set the barcode of the product. 

Many other improvements and fixes are included in the release. 

API version needed for this version 
This POS version requires API version 2.20.4.0 

 

 


